In this study, we studied the change in silicon surface morphology afterimmersion in HF solutions diluted by DOC controlled pure water on atomically flat H-terminated Si(l11) surfaces using Fourier transformed IR attenuated total reflection spectroscopy (FT-IR-ATR).
IIF solution, one of the most important solutions in wet chemical treatments, removes silicon oxide and terminates the wafer surface with hydrogen.l) This surface is microscopically rough.2) Meanwhile, it is well known that the dissolved oxygen concentration (DOC) in pure water influences native the oxide $owth rate on a hydrogen terminated silicon surface3), however, other effects of dissolved oxygen (DO) on silicon surfaces are still not understood.
In this study, we studied the change in silicon surface morphology afterimmersion in HF solutions diluted by DOC controlled pure water on atomically flat H-terminated Si(l11) surfaces using Fourier transformed IR attenuated total reflection spectroscopy (FT-IR-ATR). Fig. 2-(c) , Fig. 3-(c) and Fig. 4 -(b) with each other in the case of immersion for 2min in diluted IIF solutions. As stated above, the spectra in Fig. 2 -(c) are very similar to the reference spectra of Fig. 2 -(e). The absorption peak arising from Mstep, D and T increase slightly in Fig. 3 -(c), but the spectral change is small compared with Fig.   2 -(c). Furthermore, the spectra in Fig. 4-( change considerably from the initial surface spectra of Fig. 4-(a) -''L-l ppb
